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Report: 

Charge-density-waves (CDWs) in underdoped cuprates are considered to be an intrinsic competitor to 

superconductivity. Its origin has been hotly debated and was suggested to connect with a quantum critical point 

around optimal doping, beyond which CDWs seem to disappear. During our last beamtime (LTP HC886, 

October 2016), we have observed by Cu-L3 RIXS a strong charge order signal at Q//~0.14 rlu in overdoped 

Bi2201, as shown in Fig. 1 (b) for OD17K (Tc=17K, p~0.2). Compared to the short-ranged CDW in the 

underdoped region (~6 lattice units) [1,2], this new CDW is very long-ranged, with coherence length ~50 lattice 

units. This raises several important questions: What is the origin of this long-ranged CDW in the overdoped 

region? What is its relation with the CDW in the underdoped region? This finding urgently invites further 

investigation on its origin. Moreover, the intriguing result of OD17K, obtained at two temperatures only (20 K 

and 100K), needs to be completed by a thorough T-dependent study. By exploiting the unique RIXS 

instrumentation at ID32, we propose to complete the T-dependent measurements, which were only partially 

done last time, to determine the onset temperature 

TCDW, if anyway reachable. These results can provide 

insights into the origin and the microscopic 

description of charge order in the overdoped cuprates, 

and its interplay with superconductivity.  

In this experiment HC3314 we performed further 

measurements in both underdoped and overdoped 

Bi2201 to understand the origin of CDW. We have 

investigated the T-dependence of CDW from base 

temperature 20K to 300K. We found CDW peak 

intensity is almost independent of temperature. 

As shown in Figure 2a, we found the value of the 

charge order wavevector decreases with doping, in 

line with the extrapolation of the trend previously 

 
Figure 1: (a) Phase diagram of Bi2201. (b) The 

CDW peak in overdoped Bi2201 (Tc=17K, p=0.2) 

along H direction, measured at Cu-L3 edge with σ-

polarization at 20K. 



 

observed in underdoped Bi2201 [1,2]. Figure 2b shows the extended phase diagram of charge order in Bi2201. 

These results have been pulished in Nature Materials 17, 697-702 (2018).  

To understand the CDW in underdoped and overdoped regions, we consider the ‘frustrated phase separation’ 

approach, previously proposed for the underdoped regime, in which some generic (phononic and/or magnetic) 

non-critical effective attraction drives the system towards electronic phase separation. As the segregation of 

charges over large regions is prevented by the electron-electron Coulomb repulsion, the system finds a 

compromise by forming a CO state where charge is segregated on a short length scale while large-scale charge 

neutrality is maintained [3]. 

In this experiment, we have also performed RIXS measurements at 

both O-K and Cu K-edge on UD25K and OD11K to study the orbital 

symmetry of charge order. As shown in Figure 3a, the charge order 

in UD25K looks similar at O edge and Cu edge, in terms of peak 

position and width. However, we could not found the CDW at O 

edge for OD11K. Considering the measured L values are different 

at O edge and Cu edge, it is not clear if this result implies the charge 

order in overdoped Bi2201 has a L-dependence. The requires futher 

investigation. 
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Figure 2: (a). Doping dependence of the 

CO wavevector [3]. (b). Phase diagram 

of the charge order in Bi2201 [3]. 
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Figure 3: (a). REXS intensity of UD25K measured at positive 

H values, using σ polarization. (b). REXS intensity of OD11K 

measured at positive H values, using σ polarization 
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